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1. REPORT FROM THE CHAIRMAN
The Boyle in Lockdown due to the COVID-19 world pandemic! When the virus was found to be in New Zealand like almost all aspects of life
the ‘closed’ sign was posted on 25th March at the Boyle, (see message to the Board at end of this report) our Chief of Operations charted new
ground as he dealt with employment matters not experienced before and meetings via ‘zoom’ became the norm.
Yes, 2020 will always be remembered as the year when things were very different from the norm. At one of the Board meetings a deficit of
$90,000 was predicted however the Government came to the aid of businesses with the ‘Wage Subsidy’ scheme and our Chief of Operations
Nick Chapman managed the strategy of enabling the staff to remain in employment. Thus we were able to benefit from the skill set and
experience of our staff when the Boyle reopened for business in June 2020 thanks to the concerted effort by New Zealanders in adhering to
the procedures put in place by the Government for its citizens and visitors. See the Unite against COVID-19 poster later in the annual report.
The Boyle as an entity and the Board are indebted to Nick and his Boyle team; to the Government; and the loyalty displayed by the Boyle
Schools. The schools and Boyle staff were adaptable. The former as they moved their Boyle experiences, often referred to as Boyle Camp, to
later in the year and there was compaction and thus some large numbers at the Boyle in any one week. The record shows that Sept and Oct
2020 were the best income wise in the history of the Boyle.
The commitment and skill set of staff to the Boyle is often mentioned at Board meetings.
2020 has seen change at the Board table with trustees Bruce White and Arthur Sutherland stepping down at the beginning of the year. Bruce
contributed significantly as the chair. He brought considerable experience in governance and financial management to the table and added
to the strategic thinking.
At the beginning of the year my long time Boyle friend and Board
member Arthur Sutherland decided to act on his promise to move aside
so that new blood could contribute to the governance of the Board.
Records show he gave 41 years of service as a trustee. Arthur has
continued as the Board Secretary and contributed a lot to the success of
the Trust in 2020.
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1. REPORT FROM THE CHAIRMAN CONTINUED…
Robyn Lyndon came onto the Board as a representative of the
Rangiora Rotary Club. She has subsequently moved to Northland
and given her Health and Safety strengths and enthusiasm for the
work of the Boyle she has been co-opted onto the Board.

The Board decided to acknowledge my contribution through the
Peter Allen Leadership Award. I appreciate this acknowledgement
and am honoured to be recognised along with Linda Chong and the
Sutherland family.

Guy Sutherland was co-opted and brings knowledge and practice
from the Outdoor Education sector and has been involved with the
Boyle since his days as a toddler. Chrissie Williams was appointed
based on vast experience in governance and experience as a Boyle
Guardian.
Chrissie has held several directorships and life
memberships and is chair of Te Tira Kāhikuhiku, the Christchurch
Red Zones Transformative Land Use Group.

Rotary Boyle Youth Leadership Award scheme saw Sebastian
Monua from Roncalli College and Adi Vani from Christchurch
Adventist School recognised at a function at the Rangiora Rotary
Club.

In reviewing the year it is fair to say that the Board has been very
active. Rationalisation of the Committee structure has meant a
strengthening of the work of the Finance, Audit and Risk group
focusing on the finances, compliance, health and safety, and the
requirements of OutdoorsMark; the Governance group has
progressed the review and merging of the Board policies; while the
Property committee has progressed the building extension and
improvement project. A Resource Consent application is with the
Hurunui District Council at the time of writing and will allow for
additional buildings and thus an increase in capacity and an
enhancement of the existing Lodge. A new Strategic Plan is in
place.

With the support of the schools, our funders - particularly the NZ
Community Trust and the Rata Foundation - and the Government’s
COVID-19 Wage Subsidy Scheme a healthy surplus of $23,988 has
been posted and there has been investment in the future through
the planning of the building development project. The Boyle coconstructed programmes for 1448 students from 37 schools and
the bed-night total was 4690.
Finally, I wish to express my acknowledgement of the staff and
trustees who have worked together to ensure 2020 has been a
successful year.
Paul Biddington
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2. GOVERNANCE
A Message to the Board on 24th March 2020
CO: “I have shut down the lodge and only critical things are left on i.e. a deep freeze, water
pump, and sewage pump. The lodge has had a thorough clean as well as notifications
placed around the Boyle about the lockdown in the inevitability TA walkers emerge after 7
days in the bush, unaware of what has happened. It is generally accepted that all trampers
should cease movement on the trail as well.”

2.1 THE BOARD
Paul Biddington – Acting Chair & Representative of the BelfastKaiapoi Rotary Club
John McCaul - Representative of the Belfast-Kaiapoi Rotary Club

Chrissie Williams – Appointed 2020

Guy Sutherland - Co-opted
Karen Stewart - Principal of Rangiora High School
Andrew Hurley - Appointed
Julia Malcolm - Representing the Rangiora Rotary Club

Chrissie Williams – Appointed

Guy Sutherland – Co-opted 2020

Robyn Lyndon – Representing the Rangiora Rotary Club
N.B. Currently, Kaiapoi High School does not have a representative
Board support personnel
Secretary - Arthur Sutherland | Financial Auditor - Ashton Wheelans
Legal adviser -Tania McKenzie, Williams McKenzie Lawyers | Accountant - Murray Gordon, Canterbury Education Services
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3. STAFF
3.1 AN INSTRUCTOR’S VIEW
To start off I think we all know that 2020 was an interesting year and for the Boyle
whānau it bought us closer together as we formed the lockdown crew, most of us did not
have a fix abode and were grateful for the offer of staying at the staff house.
During that time we did themed dinner nights and regular games nights (which became a
routine). We also learnt new skills, mine was trick juggling, others were filmography,
Kia ora koutou,
some of us became good actors for instructional videos. We also alternated those filming
Ko Tegan tōku ingoa
days with maintenance, this led to team bonding moments like, track clearing, digging
Nō Rangiora ahau
holes, and notably digging up a boulder and moving it to a spot less likely to be hit my
moving vehicles, which is now dubbed Charlotte’s rock.
We were thankful when restrictions were lifted and groups started coming
back again, programmes continued as normal, apart from being extra
hygienic.
What I enjoyed most in 2020 was seeing the young people really take in
nature and enjoy the beautiful forest, rivers and mountains around us. We
had snowball fights on the bald patch, smiling faces down our tubing rapid
and appreciation moments crossing the windy point swing bridge (for some
it was their first time).

Staff training: Mental Health First Aid Training with
Michelle from Meaningful Health Hurunui

Anyway congratulations on reading this far, for my final thoughts: as outdoor
instructors we are adaptable and we thrive off the adventure of the
unknown, it’s part of our job to approach new challenges with elastic
thinking and last year was just an extension of that.
For myself the journey of 2020 was a very memorable one, full of challenges,
fond memories and great connections which I know will continue as we
heading into an exciting 2021.

Tegan McNeish – Boyle Instructor
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3.2 THE OPERATIONAL TEAM
The Boyle instructors continue to receive consistent high level feedback from schools and community groups they work with. During 2020
our schools showed great confidence in our team to keep them safe and ensure a amazing Boyle Experience. This is testament to the
professional standards of quality outdoor education at the Boyle;

“Students and adults all spoke incredibly positively about the quality of the instructors & their professionalism & ability to
extend and challenge everyone. Whilst making everyone feel included.” Michael Park Steiner School, teacher.
The management team of Nick as Chief of Operations and Wendy as Programme Manager continued to work well throughout 2020. In
addition we had:
• Ali Holley continued as a senior instructor for the Boyle full-time since in 2016 after several seasonal positions with us. He has a wealth of
experience gained in various countries and outdoor centres and has been an excellent leader for the other staff.

• Natasha Mealing, also a senior instructor, had been at the Boyle for over three years. Her enthusiasm for helping develop the skills of
new instructors is helping to maintain our high standards. In August Natasha left the Boyle to take on new challenges.
• Jessica Russell – Jess has very competently filled the role of full time instructor
bringing a tremendous passion and energy for youth development. Jess is now
fundamental to the team.
• Jemma McIntosh - Took over the Admin Officer role. An avid outdoors woman and
horse rider. When not in the office she can be found in the hills with her fiancée
Marcus.
• Bryan Berryman - We were very lucky to have a multi-skilled repairs and maintenance
person, who goes above and beyond his brief and fixes things with minimal cost. He
turns his hand to just about anything and is a great asset to the team.
• Casual instructors - We welcomed a number of new instructors to our pool this year
who have proved to be sound practitioners with an energy to improve and develop
their skills.
• Guardians - The Guardian scheme is going really well thanks to the amazing team we
have. We are incredibly grateful for the countless hours volunteered over weekends
and public holidays.
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3.3 A WORD FROM MANAGEMENT
Education, safety and quality staff are key to us continuing to deliver excellent and well
received programmes at the Boyle.
Despite the interruptions of COVID, we have retained an experienced group of
instructors who form a committed team. Their flexible work and attitude helped us to
get through the hard part of the year, developing new resources and getting stuck in to
maintenance jobs when there was no instruction to do.
Once groups returned to the Boyle they showed their resilience during a busy second
half of the year, instructing big groups while still maintaining the quality of their work.
Their support and professionalism helped the Boyle come through the difficult year in a
good position to develop further in 2021. They have done a great job!

Programme Manager, Wendy Davis

“The bonds formed through
2020’s adversity and challenge
has set up the Boyle Family for
success in 2021.” Nick

The 2020 year has had many challenges that have put pressure on our communities and the
world as a whole. The Covid-19 pandemic meant that the Boyle River Outdoor Education
Centre was closed to schools and the public from the 25th of March 2020. On the 8th June
New Zealand moved to Alert Level 1 and our first school arrived back on the 22nd June. We
want to acknowledge the incredible sacrifices the Boyle Staff, Guardians, and the Trustees have
made and the amazing support our schools and community have shown us. This sacrifice and
support has meant we have finished the year having achieved some major goals and will
continue to in the future. I look forward to 2021 and working with the Boyle team to thrive and
overcome new challenges.

Chief of Operations, Nick Chapman
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4. OPERATIONS
4.1 PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING SUMMARY
At the Boyle we believe in ensuring we employ high quality, competent and confident facilitators and outdoor educators. We
endeavour to exceed industry standards and best practice providing our clients with the best experience and most valuable learning.
We invest in their development through supporting assessment in industry qualifications and providing annual staff training.
In January 2020 we covered the following topics:

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Rock and abseil rescues and
progressions
Expectations and culture at the Boyle
Maori Ako and tikanga
Anakit and anaphylaxis training
Personal equipment and PPE checks
Sustainability, Geology, ABL basics
Adventurous Learning & Positive
Education – upskilling our teaching

•

•
•
•
•
•

Fire procedures and emergency
response
Safety review - what our incident data
and trends are telling us
White water skills and safety
Traps and pest control
ABL & high ropes rescues
Mental Health Awareness and skills
training – external provider

As part of our commitment to providing excellent outdoor educators we support
the staff with additional professional development and in 2020 staff completed:
•
•

PHEC Outdoor First Aid training x 3
Xero training for new Admin position
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4.2 OUR PROGRAMMES
Programmes have been evolving as clients change their requirements for
outcomes, or new schools come on board.
We continue to explore a range of different programme styles, which has
been well received by our client schools. Many schools use our Heaphy
Camp site to provide a camping experience to their students. Increasingly,
challenge and amazing race style programmes are proving successful.
Journey-based programmes continue to be requested by many schools and
allow Boyle staff to tailor the experiences offered in order to meet the
outcomes required.

“It really helped that when I set a goal, it was
‘SMART!’ so it was realistic & achievable if I
worked hard at it” Ruby Squires – Potential
Leader 2020

Boyle programmes include:
• A 22 day journey from coast to coast mountain biking, hiking and rafting.
• Multi-day journeys within the Boyle environs and greater Lewis Pass.
• Senior Leadership Courses.
• Peer mentor programmes.
• Duke of Edinburgh’s Hillary Award Adventurous Journeys.
• Three, four or five day Adventure Based Learning programmes.
• Introduction to the world of work through STAR (Secondary Tertiary
Alignment Resource) Courses.

Students on a multi-day journey in the Lewis Pass

• Gateway and Cadet Programme
• Rotary Sponsored Leadership programmes
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4.3 SCHOOLS THAT VISITED THE BOYLE
IN 2020
In 2020 we worked with 1448 students from 37 different schools.

333 credits earned by
students through Boyle
Assessment Courses
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5. OUR IMPACT
Since 1978, we have positively impacted 130,344 people*.
THENEED
NEED
THE
New Zealand is faced with major issues of
teen suicide, drug abuse and crime.
Young people increasingly engage with
each other in the cyber world and are not
learning the personal & social skills
necessary to be part of the real-world
community. We need to reconnect our
youth with their whanau, local and New
Zealand communities and help them
learn to contribute.
All our Boyle programmes teach skills as
well as immersing the student in the
natural
environment.
They
learn
empathy,
leadership
skills,
selfmanagement,
team
work
and
communication skills and show each
individual that they can achieve success
by challenging themselves. They learn
that they can become a valued member
of society.

THE OUTCOMES
• Developed communication skills and
team work skills and a feeling of selfworth.

• Increased self-confidence, initiative
and self-reliance
• Increased trust and improve
relationships
• Experience fun through exciting
activities in the outdoors

Where our students come from:
4% 4%
4%

• Learned the importance of positive
behaviours
70%

West Coast

• Learned leadership and decisionmaking skills
• Increased resilience and respect for
others

18%

Canterbury

• Gained a sense of individual and
group achievement

Auckland

• Increased environmental awareness

Otago

Australia

*Based on each student returning home and
impacting 2 other people
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6. HEALTH AND SAFETY
We achieved all our Health and Safety goals for 2020. We continue to prevent any notifiable incidents. We have a continuous
improvement model and systems in place including regular audits, reviews and action procedures to deal with any hazards (eliminate or
minimise as needed).
When working in the outdoors, risk is inherent in the environment however it is a valuable tool in facilitating learning. An absolutely riskfree environment is not helpful in achieving our learning goals as an Outdoor Education Centre. However, serious risk must be mitigated.
We continue to analyse the incidents and near misses that occur while students and teachers are engaged in Boyle Programmes. No new
trends were identified in the 2020 year. As part of our continual improvement we contracted an external technical expert Mike Atkinson
to assess our risk management paper work and practice of Rock Climbing and Abseil. “Overall, the BROEC systems and processes appear
robust, well managed, documented, and followed. Both facilitators delivered outstanding introductory rock climbing and abseiling
sessions that were role model performances. The instruction was of a very high standard and there is very little, if anything, to critique or
improve upon.” Mike Atkinson Technical Expert.

Risk is inherent in the outdoors, but it is a valuable tool in
facilitating learning
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7. SPECIAL EVENTS
The third recipient of the prestigious Peter Allen Award was presented by Helen
Allen to the well deserving Paul Biddington. Paul has been a longstanding board
member and contributor to outdoor education at the Boyle.

This award recognises individuals and groups who have contributed significantly to
the provision of Outdoor Education. Peter Allen was a secondary school principal
who encouraged and delivered outdoor education learning experiences, most often
through the Boyle River Outdoor Education Centre. Peter provided leadership in the
outdoors and through the North Canterbury Alpine Trust. The latter benefitted from
his sage advice and advocacy over a 29 year period as a Board member and chair of
the Board.
We continued the esteemed Rotary Boyle Youth Leadership Award. The Award is a
way to recognise the exceptional young people that participate in Boyle
Programmes every year. This is based on assessment of the nomination and
representation of our core values.

In 2020 Paul Biddington received the Peter Allen Award.

Sebastian Monua from Roncalli College and Adi Vani from Christchurch Adventist
School were selected as the recipients of the Rotary Boyle Youth Leadership Award
for 2020! We had 27 nominations in the year from 30 June 2019 to 10 July 2020.
We also held a Stakeholders’ meeting in July where we discussed with stakeholders
our proposed property development and our journey through Covid to date.
We were fortunate to have a team from the Belfast - Kaiapoi Rotary Club organise a
working bee at the Boyle to revamp our Heaphy Campsite.
The Rotary Youth Leadership Award
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8. THE LODGE DEVELOPMENT
The existing Boyle Lodge was built in the 1970s after a suggestion was
put forward by members of the Belfast Rotary Club to build a tin shed in
the mountains for the youth of North Canterbury. Six years later and
after many hours of hard and dedicated work from community members
the Boyle River Outdoor Education Centre opened. From humble
beginnings of providing outdoor education to two schools, no one could
have foreseen the significant changes and demand that has occurred at
the Boyle. Today the Boyle caters to over 2,000 young people a year
from over 30 schools and this figure is forecast to grow. That is at least
6,000 people positively impacted when those students return home to
their whanau and friends. This increase in use has put pressure on us to
maintain a fit for purpose Lodge and Outdoor Education Facility.
The future of the Boyle Lodge

We continued to progress the Lodge Development and engaged Wilkie
and Bruce Architects, Rough and Milne Landscape Architects and Bonisch
Consultants as our planners. Through their work the Resource Consent
was granted by Hurunui District Council in February 2021.
We would like to acknowledge and thank Peter Freeman for the work
and support he provides the Property Committee and for also acting as
the Project Manager of the Lodge Development. Along with the work of
the committee Peter has and continues to provide expertise and sound
advice at every step of this development.

How you can help
Write us a letter detailing how the Boyle Lodge helps our
communities. What benefits have you seen when your
students, or children return home and to the classroom?
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9. THANK YOU!
The North Canterbury Alpine Trust acknowledges the following who have contributed time, resources and
funding to the operations of the Boyle River Outdoor Education Centre in 2020.
THE ROTARY CLUBS of BELFAST-KAIAPOI and RANGIORA: Provided personnel
support through their Board representation. Peter Freeman from Rangiora sits
on the Property Committee and provides excellent support and advice.
RANGIORA HIGH SCHOOL: Provided personnel support through their Board
representation and meeting room facilities.
LOCAL LANDOWNERS and GUARDIANS OF THE LAND: The managers of the
Poplars Run and Glyn Hope Stations and the Department of Conservation
have supported the Boyle by allowing the land they own and/or manage to
be used for learning programmes.
GUARDIANS: An estimated 750 hours of time has been collectively
contributed through the ‘house sitting’ Guardians programme.
THE BOYLE STAFF AND 2020 INSTRUCTIONAL TEAM: Contributed as
employees and provided a considerable amount of goodwill; Alastair Holley,
Natasha Mealing, Kerryn Jansen, Hannah Berning, Rebecca Dent, Wendy
Davis, Jessica Russell, Reece Saywell, Charlotte Gordon, Tegan McNeish,
Marika Squires.

Our funders:
Our work would not be possible without the generous donations
from our financial supporters, with special thanks to;
•

NZ Community Trust towards instruction for schools $50,000

•

Rata Foundation towards operations $20,000

And;
•

EB Millton Trust towards ropes course audit $2,000

•

Mainland Foundation towards equipment $7,885

•

Rotary Club of Belfast - Kaiapoi a fridge & mattress covers
$5,005

•

Mainpower New Zealand Donation $500

•

Supporters Small Donations $2,104

•

MSD Wage Subsidy $98,355

BOARD MEMBERS: Have collectively contributed an estimated 250 hours of
time, valued conservatively at $10,000.
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PRIVATE BAG 55002, ORCHARD ROAD,
CHRISTCHURCH 8154
INFO@BOYLE.ORG.NZ

WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/BOYLERIVER1
WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/BOYLE

